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CHAPTER-1 

 
INTRODUCTION TO DRUPAL 

 
Drupal is a free and open-source content management framework 

written in PHP and distributed under the General Public License (GNU). 

Drupal provides a back-end framework for at least 2.3% of all websites 

worldwide ranging from personal blogs to corporate, political, and 

government sites. 

The standard release of Drupal, known as Drupal core, contains basic 

features common to content-management systems. These include user 

account registration and maintenance, menu management, RSS feeds, 

taxonomy, page layout customization, and system administration. The 

Drupal core installation can serve as a simple website, an Internet 

forum, or a community website providing for user-generated content. 

Although Drupal offers a sophisticated API for developers, basic 

Web-site installation and administration of the framework requires no 

programming skills because of which the user with minimal knowledge 

of coding can build a website with Drupal. Drupal runs on any 

computing platform that supports both a web server capable of running 

PHP and a database to store content and configuration. 

Drupal is a content management software. It's used to make many of 

the websites and applications you use every day. But what sets it apart 

is its flexibility; modularity is one of its core principles. 



 

Its tools help you build the versatile, structured content that dynamic 

web experiences need. For any special functionality, one needs in his 

website can be attained by modules provided by Drupal. 

Drupal makes it easy for the user to build a website. Drupal is one of 

the CMS because: 

 
1. Drupal comes with the option of choosing from the variety of 

modules and third-party integrates that can be used for developing a 

website adhering to your preference. 

 
2. Drupal comes with clean mark-up code out of the box that makes it 

easy for developers to manage content publishing. 

 
3. The competency of Drupal lies in its versatility. Since it is 

open-source, any web developer can work on it and provide the user 

with numerous choices 



 

CHAPTER-2 

 
INTRODUCTION TO MIGRATION 

We use the word "migration" as a term for any process that seeks 

to take data from some source to the current Drupal 8 site and 

use it to automatically create nodes, users, configuration, and any 

other component of our site. In short, automating what might 

otherwise be a tedious job of copying and pasting. 

Drupal 8 brings a new migration system into Drupal core, with the 

goal of making it easier to import data from a variety of sources. 

The migrate system is both a framework designed to facilitate 

writing custom migrations, and an implementation of that 

framework aimed at Drupal-to-Drupal migrations. 

The migration system makes it possible to pull content into Drupal 

from just about anywhere. The core API supports extraction from 

any SQL data source, including previous versions of Drupal. 

Contributed Modules extend this system to support other data 

types like CSV or JSON, as well as other platforms like 

WordPress. 

Some of the existing data sources include: 

● MySQL 

● Previous versions of Drupal 

● CSV 

● JSON, 



 

● XML 

● Etc. 

 
Some of the things we can create with a migration include: 

○ Content (nodes, taxonomy, any generic entity) 

including any attached files and images 

○ Content types 

○ User accounts 

○ Roles and permissions 

○ Simple configuration like the site name 

○ Complex configuration like image styles 

 
The E-T-L process (Extract-Transform-Load) 

 
 



 

 
 
 
 

 STEPS TO PERFORM THE MIGRATION. 
 
 



 

 
 
 
 
 

 

CHAPTER-3 

 
Migration Modules 

 
A module is a set of PHPs, JavaScript, and/or CSS files that extends 

site features and adds functionality. We can turn the features and 

functionality on by installing the module, and we can turn it off by 

uninstalling the module; before uninstalling, you may need to remove data 

and configuration related to the feature or functionality. Each module that is 

installed adds to the time needed to generate pages on your site, so it is a 

good idea to uninstall modules that are not needed. 

Modules needed for Migration 

Drupal 8 core Migrate module implements the general-purpose 

framework. 

Drupal 8 core Migrate Drupal module builds on that foundation to 

provide an upgrade path from Drupal 6 and Drupal 7 to Drupal 8. 

The contributed Migrate Source CSV module provides capabilities 

for migrating data to Drupal 8 from a simple CSV file. 

The Migrate_plus project provides extensions to core 

migration framework functionality, as well as examples. 

The Migrate Tools module provides tools for running and 

managing Drupal 8 migrations. 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 

How to choose the version of the 

module to download 

 
To download these modules, we can simply go to Drupal.org. To 

find the correct version of the module to download simply search 

the module on drupal.org and don’t take the link of the yellow 

color box version because that indicates in development may 

have same errors and may cause some problem in our site. So, 

choose the green color box version as the green color box 

means that it is developed and would not cause any additional 

errors to our site. 

 

How to download through Drupal 

UI 
The core module that we need for migration is migrate module, We do not 

need install the module as it is already installed but we just need to enable 

it by going into extend and checking on migrate and then enabling it and 

there are other modules that we need to install to do our migration. 

These modules can be downloaded from the Drupal UI by going into 

Extend then click on the install new modules here we can paste the link of 

the tar/zip file of the module we want to download. 



 

We can install all the modules by the UI but we need to make 

sure we install the migrate Source CSV by composer as so it has 

all the dependencies it requires to download by composer we just 

need to write a simple command in the terminal “composer 

require ‘migrate_source_csv:3.x’”. 

After installing the modules make sure to enable them by going 

into extend and checking the modules and then enabling them. 

 

How to install modules using Command 

line 

 
For installing modules in Drupal using command line, we simply have to 

perform the following command : 

composer require drupal/<modulename> 

While using Drush we have to make sure we are using correct version 

of Drush that is suitable for our Drupal version. 

After installing the modules make sure to enable them by going into extend 

and checking the modules and then enabling them. 

 

Custom module 
 >create a new folder [module name]here, hello_world in 

drupal/modules and inside that create 

src/plugin/migrate/process/hello_world.info.yml 



 

 
 

 

after creating it go to drupal UI->extend->install new 

module->hello_world.Check the box shown. 

custom modules are required when we make custom 

source/process plugins (in our project we had made Explode 

Array plugin for use). 



 

 
 
 

 

CHAPTER-4 

 
INTRODUCTION to CSV 

 
A CSV File is a Comma Separated File used to store data in a tabular 

format. It is an extension of a file, which may initially be in txt format or 

even xlsx format or any other format. The first line of a CSV File represents 

the header fields of the data we want to migrate. Below mentioned is a 

sample of a CSV File: 

 
Here, the header fields are ‘id’, ‘title’ and ‘body’. This CSV File contains 3 

sets of data. For data migration, we have to paste the absolute path of 

this CSV File in the yml . 

 

 

 
 

INTRODUCTION to YML 



 

A YML file is a specific type of file, which is an extension to the 

YAML file, but the Drupal adds some extra information to it (by 

using some more key-value pairs) to make it more elaborative. 

Below mentioned is a brief description of all the key-value pairs 

used in this yml: 

● ‘id’: This key maps to the migration id. Please note that 

migration id for all migrations (which are present in our project) 

have to be all distinct. As otherwise, the system will throw an 

error. For each unique migration id, Drupal assigns a unique uuid 

to each migration. 

● ‘label’: A label is simply assigned to a migration, so that the user 

can identify this migration from UI. This may be the same for 

different migration ids. 

● ‘migration_group’: By default, there is a migration group named 

‘default’, which will contain all of your migrations. But we can 

make your custom migration group and use it for specific 

migration. In such cases, we have to write the exact machine 

name for this key-value pair. 

 
The later section of the yml is further divided into 3 categories: 

1. Source 

2. Process 

3. Destination 

Here is a brief about all the 3 subsections and the associated 

terms: 

 
● Source 



 

This subsection contains information about the source of the data 

from 

where the data has to be migrated. 

1. ‘plugin’: In this case this key is mapped to ‘csv’, as we will be 

extracting the data from a CSV file. 2. ‘path’ : This contains the 

absolute path of the CSV file. 

3. ‘delimiter’: This contains a specific character (generally ‘,’) , 

which is used to help distinguish Drupal between 2 adjacent 

fields. 

4. ‘enclosure’: An enclosure is set to ‘”’ (double quotes), so that it 

by default encloses all the values mentioned in the CSV with 

double quotes. It can’t be set to single quotes (Drupal throws an 

error). 

5. ‘header_offset’: This key is mostly set to 0, as this describes 

the gap between the 1st line and the line containing the header 

fields in the CSV file. 

6. ‘ids’: The above-mentioned syntax for this key has to be 

followed consistently, as it makes an array of all the data sets 

mentioned in the CSV and processes them one-by-one. 

 
 

 
● Process 



 

This subsection maps the data of the header fields to the 

corresponding destinations(fields) in your project. Thus, the name 

of each header field of the CSV file is mapped to the 

corresponding machine name of the field where the data is 

supposed to be injected. 

 
● Destination 

This part of the YAML does not consist much but generally a 

‘plugin: entity’ which is set to ‘node’ for a content type. This is so, 

because all the migrations aimed at importing data for a content 

type are inserted in new nodes. This key can also be set to ‘user’ 

for user migration. 



 

 
 

 

CHAPTER-5 

 

Introduction to Plugins 
 
 

 

Plugins are much like PHP native interfaces with a little extra: the 

plugin system can discover every implementation of an interface 

(the default is magic namespacing), deals with metadata (by 

default this is provided by annotations) and provides a factory for 

the plugin classes. 

 
Sub-process Plugin: 

 
This plugin is very essential when we want to import multiple data in a 

specific multi-value field in a content type. Enabling this plugin 

iterates over all the data of a specific field and migrates them 

one-by-one. 

 
 Explode Plugin: 



 

This plugin is again important for importing data in a multi-value field. 

This plugin creates an array of strings by splitting the source 

parameter on boundaries formed by the delimiter. 

 

  Concat Plugin: 

 
The function of this plugin is to concatenate strings which previously 

have been separated (for example, used to obtain a path of source of 

file by forming a connected string of directories and subdirectories). 

 
 Migration Lookup Plugin: 

 
This plugin helps us to look into the previous migrations and even 

extract some fields and properties into the new migration. The 

migration process maintains the relationships between source and 

destination identifiers in map tables, and this information is used 

because of the migration_lookup process plugin. 



 

 
 
 
 

CHAPTER-6 

 
MIGRATION USING DRUPAL UI 

 
Migration in Drupal can be done from any method be it drush or 

Drupal UI. We just need to learn Drupal UI management for 

migration for using Drupal UI for migration. As we know migration 

can be done from any data source. So here is a demonstration of 

how to do migration from a CSV file. 

 

 

 

 Migration from CSV data source 
 
 

1. We can start with our pre-existing CSV file or create a new one.    

For example: 



 

 

 
 
 
 

2. Then we create the. yml for the csv and make sure we point the correct 

machine-name to the correct location in the yml and use proper 

indentation. The example of .yml file is as follows: 



 

 

 
 
 
 

Now put the name of the migration group in which you want the imported 

.yml to go in migration_group .Delimiter is the symbol like here” ,” from 

which we differentiate between two fields of CSV. Id of each migration 

needs to be unique and after importing unique uuid is generated for each 

migration. 

 
Go to configuration/configuration -> synchronization/import -> single import 

-> paste our .yml -> import it. 

3. Now go to structure -> choose migration, -> migration group which 

you mentioned in the migration_group. There, you will be able to 

see our imported file. 



 

Now below we can see all the imported .yml files and we can choose to 

execute the file we want. In the messages below we can see the errors that 

happen while executing. If we want to delete an imported migration we 

should first do rollback then click on the messages then there we can get 

an option to delete the migration. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

By clicking on the migration name, we can see we can have the migration 

overview, see its details or delete the migration 

4. Now to import the migration choose execute and then choose import and 

execute. Now your migration is complete. 
 
 

 

Now here we can see we have the option to do import, reset, stop,rollback, 

update our previous import. 



 

CHAPTER-7 
 

 

Introduction to Drush 
 
Drush is a command line shell and scripting interface for Drupal. It is an 

alternative to the migration performed using the UI of Drupal. Drush 

provides a list of commands that can be executed from the CLI itself. 

 
Drush installation 

 
For installing Drush, the most convenient way is to use “Composer” for 

performing this task! Composer is a PHP package management tool to 

help manage your project or libraries' dependencies. 

For downloading Drush, we simply can perform either of the 2 tasks: 

1. Run ‘composer require drush/drush’. This will enable you to work 

with Drush for a specific project. 

2. Run ‘ composer global require drush/drush’. This will enable you to 

work with Drush for all projects on your machine. 

Also, made sure the compatibility of the versions of Drush compatible with 

the Drupal version of their project. I now made a CSV data source as 

mentioned earlier. Then as per the earlier mentioned steps, I have to paste 

your yml(or YAML) file in the path stated. Now we have to execute the 

following commands step-by-step in the CLI inside the directory of your 

local Drupal project: 

1. drush migrate-status (This command displays the Migration 

Status of several migration ids). 

2. d rush migrate-import <migration-id> (Mention the 

migration id as mentioned in the yml file without quotes). 



 

3. After we have executed the migration, verify the result on your 

Drupal site. If we find out that we need to modify the migration a bit, we 

can roll back the migration with the 'migrate-rollback' Drush command. 

 drush migrate-rollback <migration-id>. 

4. In the worst case, if the site crashes due to migration, then we can even 

perform drush cdel migrate_plus.migration.<migration-id> to 

completely remove the imported configuration. But this must follow the 

rollback step and should only be executed when the site stops to respond 

and function. 

5. If we opted for deleting the configuration, then you also will have to 

rebuild the cache of your site. For that run drush cr. 

In this way, we can successfully perform migration using drush for a Drupal 

project. 
 

Image and file migration 

 
For image and file importing, we have to install a separate module ‘Migrate 

Files (extended)’. We can install this module by UI or by Drush 

 
 

The CSV for image and file import is 
 
 
 
 



 

 

The yml for image and file import is 
 
 



 

 
 
 
 

 

CHAPTER -8 

MIGRATION FROM DRUPAL 7 TO 8 

 
VIEWS DATA EXPORT MODULE 

 
After learning about how migration is performed using different plugins and 

yml files, how can we export data from one Drupal site to another Drupal 

site? For that there is a module named ‘Views Data Export’, which 

converts data of different content types and places them in a csv file format 

(data can be fetched in other formats like .txt,.json,etc.) . After we download 

this CSV file from the Drupal site, we can follow the same procedure (as 

written earlier) for importing data through a csv file and using a suitable yml 

file. But before importing the data, similar content-types should be created 

in the Drupal site (in which we want to import the data) like the 

content-types in the older site, otherwise some data would not be imported. 

Different version releases of this module and its specifications can be found 

on h ttps://www.drupal.org/project/views_data_export. For using this module 

in Drupal 7, we have to use the views module in our site. Since Drupal 7 

does not have views as one of the core modules, we have to install the 

‘views’ module, which also has a pre-requisite of the ‘CTools’ module. After 

installing these modules and enabling them, we can add data export 

option from the views of a specific content-type. 

https://www.drupal.org/project/views_data_export


 

 

 
 
 

Here we can define the path from where we can download the CSV file for 

data export.Similarly, data of all content types can be exported using this 

module, and also can be imported using yml files and CSVs. 

 

For importing multiple image/file fields: we use the Subprocess plugin 

but the subprocess plugin requires the input in the form of array so we have 

to create the array of files/image we want to import. For that we used the 

ExplodeArray process plugin which was made by the help of our mentors. 

The namespace of the plugin should be the location of the process 

plugin,like here we are putting our custom plugin in a custom module so 

namespace will be drupal\hello_world\plugin\migrate\process and then the 

code. 

the csv for multiple image import is 



 

 

 

The yml used for migration of multiple images is 



 

 
 

 

Here in the sub process plugin we have used two more plugin concat to 

concatenate the destination and file import to import the file/image field. 

Here we are migrating into custom content type namely new so we have 

that in destination 

After importing this yml we can simply go to the migration UI and execute it 

and our migration will be done 
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